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Overheard at Olave

“I laughed so hard I
wet myself a little
bit!” Ranger Rays

Happy Birthday!

Rebecca, 13,
Green Octopus.
Mermazing headbands and lots of sparkle from the Blue Fins!

TREASURE ISLAND: THE SECRET’S OUT!
After a busy week all sub camps have finally visited Treasure Island and
uncovered the hidden treasure. Guides transformed into Pirates to try
terrifying treats like dead man’s fingers and fish eyes.
Guides could visit the mermaids to add a bit of sparkle to their outfits not
forgetting the lashings of eco-glitter made from seaweed (an
environmentally conscious essential for every great camp).
Then it was time to walk the plank! Guides engineered their own boats out
of corks and then headed off to the galleon for target practice with the
cannons!
WEATHER

JOKE OF THE DAY
Met Office: 22° 14°
Saturday 3rd August
Cloudy.

Why does it take pirates
so long to learn the
alphabet?
Because they can spend
years at C.

Pirate grub!
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Olave’s Got Talent!
Well done to
everyone who
competed in the
talent show last
night.
Congratulations to
the winner Alissa
from Pink Flamingos
with the A-Z of
Olave giving us all a
chuckle.
Thank you to…
More messages of
thanks to come
tomorrow but we’d
like to start by
saying a big thank
you to everyone in
the catering and
Pier Cafe team who
have kept us fed
and watered over
the week… and have
done all that
washing up!
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Other highlights!

Time for tea with the Trefoil Guild and Olave Pearls
Guides helping each other
out of a tight spot!

W is for a Worthy Winner

Time for a Trefoil Tea
On Monday and Thursday we welcomed Trefoil
Guild members and County Associates for a cream
tea and a chance to chat with Guides and Rangers
from sub camps who were on their chill out day.
They shared stories of previous Olave camps and
talked about the similarities and differences of
Girlguiding then and now.
Keep an eye out for recorded chats with Trefoil
Guild on the podcast, search for Olave 2019.

“A helpful Guide saved us from having to take a shellfie…!”

‘T’ea ‘is for Trefoil of course!

Making new friends

LISTEN TO THE OLAVE 2019 PODCAST ON SPOTIFY!
When you get home listen to the Olave 2019 podcast on Spotify, Google Podcasts or at
anchor.fm/Olave2019. Golden Sands and Pink Flamingos have starred on the podcast so far, with
other audio highlights from the Pearls and Trefoil Guild on the way!
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